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Question 14: Additional Comments Participation or Outreach
1, the only reason I heard about this survey is because I happened to see it mentioned on the District's home
web page. 2, I have attended too many meetings where parent input was requested then ignored, so I'm not
going to waste my time attending a meeting which is held solely for the sake of having a meeting to gather
thoughts which will be disregarded if they don't fit the predetermined course of action. 3, the PTSO
organization at Sutter Middle School, in particular, is basically invisible, so I was never notified if the LCAP
was discussed at a PTSO meeting.
As a parent i was not reached out to. Please advised all schools with letter head does.
Because they never listen to what the parents have to say. The principal could care less sometimes he acts
deaf or crazy
Did not engage students at all.
District should use social media to push this survey and other outreach opportunities. All-calls need to go out
way earlier--i.e., not the week of the event.
encouragement from site admin would be good.
evening meetings tend to be scheduled at dinner time, and my spouse is not home yet, and i'm not going to
haul a pile of kids around when they need to be home doing homework. an online survey is fine. they are at
school now, and i have time to concentrate and do this. if the meetings were scheduled in the daytime, i may
be more likely to attend, but i am not employed outside of the home in daytime hours, as i am sure many
parents are, and i am sure that is why the meetings are scheduled as they are.
For the elementary school PTO/PTA meetings, parent participation or feedback does not seem to matter. It
seems that officers and principal make decisions in advance. For high school, I attend a council meeting,
but not the PTA meeting. Announcements about high school leadership changes were not done very well.
(ex - vice principal leaving to go to an elementary school)
given during a staff meeting
Heard about survey through a Facebook post.
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
HIP
hip
hip
HIP
HIP
hip
HIP
HIP
HIP asked me to do survey.
HIP asked me to fill out survey
Holding meeting at school around 4 or 5 would be a better option.
However, I learned about LCAP during the PTA convention in Sac.
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i also volunteer at John Still k-8. Noon Duty.
I am a community organizer...so I'm surprised I had not heard about this before.
I am unsure of what this plan is all about so any information you can provide via email with feedback would
be appreciated
I attended feild trips. 2015 with ases.
I believe that music and other arts programs directly affect the development of the brain, especially music
and math. As you rehire more staff, please consider expanding the music program as a necessary part of the
curriculum.
I bet at least 80% of parents have no idea what this is and will not respond or care, let alone understand the
implications of what this means.
i currently work in extended day program (START) at Peter Burnett...but really I haven't heard anything. and
usually more activities are after the hours that i can make it to
I don't understand why the Superintendent is creating new paper pusher jobs for his friends. This district
needs some serious help from my perspective and people who aren't in the classroom is just a COMPLETE
WASTE OF RESOURCES!
I have been a volunteer for the past five years and will continue in this fashion until my children finish sixth
grade.
i have nothing
I help my sister who has cancer
I may have missed the bulletins on the subject. Our administration issues information promptly.
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I probably did receive notice but I get so many things from the school that this stuff just becomes white noise.
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I really don't know
I think much of the community is largely unaware of LCAP and the role they can play in it
I wondered how the new positions that the Superintendent seeks to create will help students or teachers?
How will additional paper-pushers in the district office help anyone? I feel like the district is amazing at
wasting money on employees who have no accountablity.
I would like more information on what progress is being made to reduce class sizes. It is a shame to see such
overcrowded classrooms in K-3.
I would like more opportunities to engage in LCAP Meetings. This was a very year w/Common Core
Changes time was short.
I would like to attend all events but my job interferes with time.
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I'd like for these to be given together at the schools so that more ideas are produced to develop the plan.

54

Improve outreach about LCAP through school newsletters. Clearly explain why families would be served
well by attending the meetings.

55

It is known fact that SCUSD deems a school which is primarily filled with low-income children gives eh
necessary limited back skills in teaching as these kids are seen as "never will succeed in life." My question is
why? How does anyone deem a child as a failure just because their family is low-income.

56

it would be great to have some of the meetings in locations around the community rather than just at Serna

57
58

Just didn't realize anything about LCAP.
late notice of events
LLp to this point, including no explanation of what LCAP stands for or its purpose. (LCAP) place this in the
front page would be helpfulLubin's PTG is not welcome to having non-board members suggestions. Too many 'leaders' and not enough
people to follow thru with ideas and suggestions happen often. Therefore poor communication between PTG
board members and parents.
Make minutes available.
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My child goes to a Charter School in the district and apparently we did not receive information on this .

63
64
65

My husband and myself have found the School District very hard to connect to.
My husband attended
My older children had too much homework, and I needed to help them.
My son, who is in Kindergarten, participated in the "Read A-Lot Camp" at his school, John Still Elementary.
This program has been beneficial to both him and I as it has given us tools to better help us to engage in
reading. The teachers and Principal Brown have been generous with their time and dedication with this
program.
N/A
Na
need for @ these meetings
Never heard of LCAP. School psychs at lunch with me don't mention it; teachers I see don't mention it.-unless they are calling it something else!
Never received outreach
No outreach to students.
none
none :(
Online or virtual participation options (that are taped for later viewing) for parents would be helpful for full
participation.
Please reduce our class sizes. Money should be spent doing this so our children can truly learn and teachers
can truly teach.
Quiero que bajen Los numeros de Los estudiantes. En las clases . Ya que Es imposible ensenar a Los que
Ponen o quieren aprender. Hay.ninos que se Portan tan mal y con tantos Ninos. No se le puede dar la debida
atencion .
quisieramos que nos dieran clases de ingles en la escuela de nuestros hijos
Received no information about the meetings
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SCUSD advocates spending money on personnel whose salary + benefits are consumable from year to year.
Once the money is spent, it's gone and the sites have very little to show for it. Money should be spent on
learning tools and resources that have are recyclable and will benefit several students year after year.
SCUSD provided good initial parent meetings. More needs to be fine at the school level, not just district
location.
Thanks for including the link to the SCUSD e-connection. Makes it convenient to complete.
The meetings with DELAC were not very informative as far as getting the bigger picture painted as to why
they should be more involved.
The same people attend w/ the same agenda. Some mtgs will go on and on because they don't cut off the
Parent/Staff/Community members.
There appears to be limited information before/after meetings, and limited opportunity to get information and
material relevant to our questions and needs. Follow up to meetings, there is limited material on SCUSD
website which reduces ability of parents to find things after the fact.
These quick online surveys are best for me
They feel that they are wasting their time participating because their requests are not implemented.
This is not a participation/outreach comment, but rather a request regarding this survey. In future district
surveys, please make sure that the School of Engineering & Engineering is included in both the middle and
high school options, not just one or the other. Thank you.
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This should be provided as Professional Development. and as a requirement for parents to attend.

90

to have more information!
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91

used time to do homework with my student (who is below average), rather than another parent. Complete
waste of time and don't call me to school for back to school night, and it is another kind of meeting

92
93
94

Was not aware of LCAP
We are Recent Transfer Students School hasn't had opportunity to provide information.
we dont has view!

95

We get so many announcements for "important" meetings it's hard to figure out what to actually attend

96
97
98
99
100

We need more custodians. As it is now, it is very difficult to provide a safe clean place for yours and mine to
attend school.
We needed this update to tell LCAP on what we do as Plant Managers on daily and monthly bases. What we
do for our school and community.
With two kids in the district and as a district employee I was never notified of any of these meetings. I had no
idea this survey was here until a fellow employee stumbled across it on the intranet and noticed today was the
final day.
Wonderful program with a dedicated and highly organized program thank you.
Written summaries are my preferred method to learn the basics of a topic.

Notes: Results from the 2014-2015 LCAP Feedback on Draft Plan Survey. Survey Administered spring 2015. Total number of
respondents=1989
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